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for the trees

This is a modern day ferry tale—a story about getting
from there to here.

The old fashioned fairy tales seem to be partial to royalty.
Nothing spices up a story like a princess, after all.

This one has an Empress. The Empress of Inertia.

She just keeps on hanging around until one day when she
decides to find out if there’s a better way to be.
She asks a tree. He has an answer.
This is their story.
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One
Once upon a time, there was an empress…
Her first motion was a little messed up. Or maybe not. Maybe she
wasn’t ready to move along when the stork alert went off and her
warm and languid haven turned on her and set about expelling her.
Maybe she just turned tail and hung on for dear life. But any mother
will tell you that a breech birth is a messed up motion, and the
Empress of Inertia may have known that and purposely wrapped
the umbilical cord around her neck so her mom would feel sorry for
her and forgive her for almost killing both of them.
It must be considered though that the Empress just may have
been born having already found her calling. Perhaps the inertial
urge was prenatal. Birth counts as the big beginning, and in her life
the Empress finds beginning impossible without first preginning
so it’s quite possible she was in the midst of preginning when the
birthday bells started to chime. It made for a pretty dramatic entry,
that’s for sure. Some babies are greeted with gasps of joy, with awe at
their absolute perfection. The Empress grew up with stories of her
misshapenness when her mom finally saw her, and how everyone
wondered about the effects of the umbilical cord around her neck,
and how long it might take the marks from the forceps the doctor
used on her head to pull her out to go away. It wasn’t a particularly
auspicious beginning.
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And maybe such a colossally mismanaged entrance was so
humiliating that the Empress set about getting her stuff together in
a hurry so it didn’t happen again. For whatever reason, she made
it her business to know what was going on at a very early age. She
had a lot of help. She had a mother who talked to her all day long,
introducing her to the world object by object, sensation by sensation, event by event, naming everything so that nothing remained
unfamiliar. From the very beginning, the Empress was right there
interacting and soaking up everything that was going on. She was
talking at nine months. And singing. In addition to the running
narrative by her mother, the tiny Empress’s soundtrack was provided by the radio playing in the kitchen. Soon she was providing
her own soundtrack, delivering “The Ballad of Davy Crockett” with
gusto and regularity.
Once she figured out how to talk, it seemed the Empress might
be content to just sit and talk for a while. She had it made. An oldest
child and and an oldest grandchild, she never lacked for entertainment or rides. There was always someone ready to pick her up and
deliver her to her next engagement where she would entertain her
audience with her babyness. So it made sense that she didn’t put
a lot of time and energy into crawling. Crawling could be dirty. It
was inefficient, compared to hitching a ride. And it lacked a certain
dignity. So the Empress just didn’t. “When is that baby going to
crawl?” Once again there were concerns about the effects of her
seemingly reluctant arrival. Surely her brain had survived a lack
of oxygen and an encounter with forceps, but maybe her body had
been somehow insulted. “You got her crawling yet?” The grownups worried. The Empress sang and chatted away. Until one day
when there was no ride handy and her attention was needed on
the other side of the room, so the little Empress got up and walked
across the room. It seems that early on she realized that when the
preginning takes too long, you may need to skip steps and get on
with it.
So what’s this preginning stuff? It’s often mistaken for procrastination, as it seems as if something is being put off since no action is
observed, but it is more of an inertial initialization. It is the process
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of assessment, analysis, and anticipation that precedes beginning.
It can sometimes be a seemingly endless circling of an entrance,
building up familiarity and scouting the possibilities. The Empress
has always been a master of the preginning. And some might say
preginning has always been the master of her. You know how some
can be.
Once she got the motion thing going, she found out she really liked
it. In physics, inertia is the tendency of matter to remain at rest if it’s
just hanging around or to keep on keeping on if it’s on the move. So
with the emancipation she gained with the discovery of mobility,
her hanging-around stage was overtaken by a good long stretch of
keeping on. Once she could navigate the world on her own, she set
out to learn as much as she could. While one could rightly assume
that the Empress of Inertia would be long on patience, she showed
an uncharacteristic impatience with the limitations of childhood.
She felt that being a child was holding her back. So many restrictions and rules. So much she couldn’t do because she wasn’t old
enough.
One thing she could do was read. The Empress was a reading
machine. It might be suspected that she was born with the ability to
read, but it only became evident once she started talking. The roadways were inundated with signs in those pre–Lady Bird days, and it’s
a sure bet the Empress’s mother was pointing them out and reading
them aloud. Soon the little Empress was, too. There was always the
possibility that she was just memorizing locations until the day she
announced they were in Ohio. When asked how she knew, she cited
the sign back down the road. The Empress Mother had never shown
her an Ohio sign, but they saw a lot of Sohio signs at gas stations,
and that was enough for the little one. She made do with signs and
cereal boxes until she was old enough to go to school.
It was a glorious time in her life when she officially learned to
read and was allowed to go to the library. The first order of business when entering a library was invariably to find the sign that
stated how many books you were allowed to take out at a time. The
Empress always went for the limit. She loved the feeling she got when
she carried the big stack of books home. Her father had teased that
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her arms were growing longer from carrying so many books. She
had thought about that and decided that long arms would probably
come in handy—an unsurprising insight from a kid who had yet to
attain sufficient stature to reach all of life’s necessities. So she always
went for the heavier book when choosing between books since it
would not only grow her arms but also last longer! Librarians would
wonder aloud if she was up to carrying a particularly unwieldy pile
and she would assure them she had long arms, although, in fact, she
did not.
She did have an insatiable drive to know. Reading was her favorite way to find out, and she read everywhere and every chance she
got. She read at the table, but since good manners were being taught
and books forbidden at the table, she was reduced to reading potato
chip bags and cereal boxes and ketchup bottles. She read in the bathroom, and a study of her family might suggest she was genetically
hard-wired to do so as a survey of the familial bathrooms would
find the ever-present magazine rack beside the throne. She read in
the car, in spite of the car-sickness reading always induced. She read
in bed until very late every night, defying orders to turn out the
light, so that every Saturday morning found her semi-comatose as
she caught up with her sleep. And sometimes she’d read a little more
before she finally rolled out of bed to see if it was too close to lunch
to have a little breakfast.
When she emerged from her books, the Empress was most
likely outside. With a yard full of trees and a small stream a couple of
blocks away, there were always praying mantises and butterflies and
toads to catch. She lived by the one breath rule: whatever she caught
could only be detained for as long as she could hold her breath
before being returned to exactly where it was found. Her curiosity
gave the Empress a pretty impressive lung capacity.
She was fascinated by birds and desperately wanted to catch
one. When she asked her mother how she might catch one, she was
told that the way to catch a bird was to put salt on its tail. Maybe if
she hadn’t been so desperate, she would have caught the twinkle in
the Empress Mother’s eyes, but the Empress became a champion
sprinter before she finally remembered the danger of taking grownups literally.
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It didn’t take her that long to figure out how to get along with
other people. She found them interesting and entertaining and
sought them out. Too sensitive to be a pest, she could anticipate
impatience and be gone before someone had a chance to get agitated. She could read moods and shift her response accordingly,
no matter who she was with, not from guile but out of a genuine
propensity for recognizing and honoring another point of view. It
wasn’t hard for her to fit in with people who were very different from
her. She found it easy to slip into their ways. So even as a small child,
she developed relationships with people of all ages. She wandered
the neighborhood, knocking on doors to see if there was anyone in
there who might want to chat or play. It really didn’t matter how tall
they were. She didn’t think twice about going off on someone else’s
tangent, knowing full well that her own “ness” was intrinsic and at
the ready at all times. Her willingness to share a point of view made
people want to be with her, and she learned early on that the gift
people most appreciate is not, contrary to popular belief, the gift of
yourself, but the gift of showing them who they are. So the Empress
learned early on how it feels to matter.
And, as she grew up, she came to expect that she would matter.
So she began to wonder how she might matter. She thought of all
the ways she might make a difference. In a world full of open doors,
she couldn’t find it in her to shut any. She couldn’t find it in her to
walk through any. So she marveled at the possibilities and set about
preginning in earnest. And the time of keeping on was joined by
the time of hanging around and the Empress of Inertia’s empire was
complete as she kept on hanging around.

Two
So much of life is luck. Oddly enough, it’s the lucky people who are
most likely to take issue with that statement, whether from some
misplaced guilt or from the assumption that no one gives you credit
for your hard work if they think you’re lucky. But the fact is, some of
us are plopped down into some delicious situations and others of us
just get screwed. Everyone has luck, but some people seem to have
more, whether good or bad. The Empress of Inertia is a woman deluged with good luck. Her cup doesn’t just run over—it’s a veritable
fountain of happy circumstance. Her childhood was without hardship. She was born into a family that not only wanted her and cared
for her—they celebrated her. She was raised in a world where she
mattered. Given the gifts of intelligence and insight, any difficulty
she found in getting along in the world sprang from too much, not
too little. So many people told the little girl “you can be whatever
you decide to be” that she found no reason to believe otherwise. So
she set out to decide what she should be.
When she tells the story, she says she threw herself into the world.
Truth be told, her gentle, toe-in the-water “plunge” made ripples,
not waves. But off into the world she did go. And her willingness
to go off on someone else’s tangent took her places she would never
have found on her own. A wide range of friends gave her an amazingly broad view of what one might do with one’s life. When added
to the harvest reaped from her own inclinations and experience,
the Empress ended up with a mountain of possibilities. She had
9
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expected that something would reach out and grab her, that direction would make itself known. When that didn’t happen and when
it seemed that everyone she knew was disappearing off in their own
directions, she started to feel like she was missing the boat.
That was when her ship came in.
Everything has a price. The price of the Empress’s ship was
her Uncle Langley. A big man with an even bigger heart, her Uncle
Langley had been the Empress’s special pal since the beginning, back
when they used to sing Davy Crockett together as they rocketed
off in his convertible en route to the river. Langley was her father’s
youngest brother and he loved to show his little niece the world.
They spent many hours canoeing up and down the river and tromping through the woods. Langley loved the outdoors a whole lot more
than he loved money, and he wasn’t real good at making money. No
one was happier than the Empress when he finally pulled together
enough to buy an old place on a hill, overlooking the river. It was
just basic shelter, but Langley put in the work to make it snug and
cozy. The house wasn’t the point. The river and the woods around
it were what made the place irresistible to the Empress. That, and
Uncle Langley himself. It was like a second home to her. Until that
awful day when Langley’s pick-up truck reached the center of an
intersection at the same time as a semi and it became hers.
So suddenly the Empress of Inertia had a place where she could
just kind of pull off of the road and ponder her next move. Someplace snuggly, with a river. A perfect place for preginning.
And pregin she did. Like a butterfly, she fluttered here and there,
learning this and exploring that, but always she stayed in place, at
home. All that reading hadn’t gone to waste, and she discovered that
a well-used entrance could be easily turned into a well-used exit and
she began to write. She’d taken in so many words and thoughts over
the years that it only seemed right to bring a few out to pass along.
So she wrote. And she waited. Patiently, I might add. She waited for
direction. She waited to see what she would be.

Three
And the years rolled on. The Empress of Inertia kept on hanging
around. The doors stayed open. She didn’t walk through. Reports
came in of friends rising in their jobs and of others embarking on
second careers. Periodically, the Empress would wet a finger and
hold it aloft to see if a direction presented itself. None did. After
an initial period of relative chaos in terms of daily activity while
she mourned her loss and digested her good fortune, the Empress
finally came to the conclusion that there was nothing particularly
rewarding about doing nothing so she set about growing a routine.
She found the mornings irresistible. Once a night owl, she now
kept in touch with the night by rising well before the sun. Watching
the world softly emerge from darkness was a daily pleasure. Watching the light play with the river was a daily joy. Every morning found
her walking by the river, greeting her trees and trying to walk softly
enough not to scare off the wood ducks. This was no more likely to
happen than the capture of a robin by the salt-on-tail method of
her childhood. Wood ducks are not gregarious birds. They apparently wish to be alone. One could reasonably consider them shy,
but the first sign of an approach by anyone is such a shock to the
wood duck that all shyness is flushed from their systems as they
express their deep displeasure at the disruption of their peaceful
solitude. They scream. All together, in a cacophony of wood duck
wailing as they take off in a flurry of water and wings, taking with
them any thought of peaceful solitude for anyone in range. At first,
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this struck the Empress as how a serial murderer might be hailed,
but she worked on not taking it personally and now rarely felt like
much worse than common riffraff. The experience of being greeted
this way most mornings reminded her that she didn’t really own the
place, just the title.
She found a gentle satisfaction in the doing of daily chores. It
puzzled her that the culture seemed not to value work that made
daily living pleasant and clean and safe and made your home a living
place. It felt like good work to her. She loved to make every motion
count, analyzing how each task could be done most efficiently and
choreographing the best way and then sinking into it so she could
fall into a rhythm and dance through the day.
She found new worlds of thought and old worlds of thought as
she kept on reading. She would often carry a book around with her
as she did her chores, necessitating choreographic revisions on the
fly. It turned out not to be difficult to keep up with the world from a
place off of the side of the road. And when the Internet came along,
the world seemed suddenly right there, to such a degree that the
Empress had to concede that she couldn’t help but lose some of her
hermit cred. Distance could be maintained but it wasn’t necessary.
The Empress kept her home snug and her life healthy. But still
there was a waiting. Soon, she would think, soon I’ll get on with it.
And ever the active preginner, she tried to keep herself ready for
anything. Without the external structures offered by a job or career,
she was free to do as she pleased, but she gave up feedback and
assessment and measurable achievement, and so she found herself
chronically defensive in situations where she was among “normal”
people. In the spirit of compensation, she developed a healthy selfdiscipline and took advantage of her situation by spending time
exercising her body and her mind. She rarely took time off. It didn’t
make sense. How do you take time off when you’re not “on”? Without the arbitrary influences of co-workers and workplace, she was
aware that she was responsible for choosing her own influences and
she chose with care. Over the years the Empress slid from a deep
familiarity with the culture in her youth to an increasingly willful
distance. This was easy enough to do in a world where culture is
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increasingly specialized and personalized anyway. She didn’t miss
it. Let the rat race run its course, she was loving her roadside park.
She didn’t wish for more.
Even so, the Empress kept waiting for the impending arrival
of her destiny. She knew that her path would present itself. She
kept packing her bags and getting ready. The preginning just kept
on happening. Until one day, the Empress just ran out of patience.
She was sick and tired of waiting and feeling like she was somehow
getting away with something. She suspected that she had snuggled
into a pretty decent life in spite of herself and she was weary of
thought bubbles that suggested otherwise. Her failure to resolve
on her own the issue of how she might make her mark on the
world had to be acknowledged. She obviously needed help, a fact
that made her very uncomfortable. The Empress isn’t big on asking
for help, preferring to rely on herself, and just between you and
me, her general policy leans toward acceptance of limitations over
seeking aid. It is an indication of the magnitude of her dilemma
that she sat down to consider where help might be sought. It wasn’t
lost on her that selecting your “expert” is the ball game. If she went
to her family doctor, she could well end up on some anti-inertial
drug. A trip to a church and a chat with clergy would result in a
religious solution. She was well aware that a few days of channel
surfing would yield myriad ways for her to buy herself out of her
misery. She was also aware that trying to figure out where to go for
help was a form of preginning and she was dead set on getting to
the beginning.
How about you? When you’re looking for advice, aren’t you
likely to seek out those who are closest to you, who you love and
respect, and who have a clue about what’s ailing you—ideally,
someone who’s been there before? It was that simple logic that led
the Empress to the trees. The love and respect were there and so
were the trees, themselves, right outside her door. It was a Eureka!
moment when the Empress realized that trees live their whole
lives standing in one place! Good, long, satisfying lives. The trees
would know. In the world of the Empress, the trees were respected
experts.
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So it was that the Empress of Inertia embraced the unorthodox
notion that her destiny might be found if she could only get the
lowdown from the trees. She wished she could communicate with
them. Then she set about making her wish come true.

